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Name Leybilud Ponte Corzo

E-mail leybilud@outlook.com

Phone Number (323) 471-5030

Are you a:  Regional Community College Student with a Faculty Sponsor?

Participating School Long beach city college 

Sponsoring Faculty Pamela knights

Garment Title Red �owers bloom in the blue sky

Estimated Garment Dimensions
(In Inches)

34 × 56 × 0.5

Will your garment be available
for sale during the exhibition?

 No

Design Statement The dress is made of a satin read dress, a blue fabric and sequin red fabric. The 
sequin fabric was a leftover that I used for a skirt a long time ago. Also, I used a 
leftover of a sky-blue fabric that I used to design a blouse.  I layered the red 
sequin fabric between the two pieces of blue fabric to add delicateness to the 
gown. The sky-blue fabric is a bit heavy so to add �uidity I put the transparent 
fabric in the shoulder of the dress. To add brightness to the dress I cut out 
pieces from the red sequin fabric to create small �owers and branches.  To 
create the belt of the dress I use strips of the fabric from the red satin dress. The 
bias strips that I use on the neck of the dress came from the red satin dress.

List of Materials Satin red dress 
a piece of satin blue fabric 
a piece of sequin fabric

Sketches of Creative Process;
Please include your Full Name and
Garment Title in your Filename

PDF

sky.pdf
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